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Prevention or protection, what would you pick? What if you had the option of picking both…

In today’s modern world, protection of your business has become more important than ever and with breaches and 

crime caused by human elements, our job is to study these beings and create boundaries that anticipate and pro-

actively provide alerts for absolute prevention and protection. 

We don’t believe in vulnerability.

With Nashua IntelliSight’s integrated technology system, our intelligent cloud storage safeguards you and your data. 

IntelliSight stores critical information on triggered events and alerts in the cloud, making sure that your event/ alert 

data is not only backed up, but also secure.

Therefore, in addition to storing information on your surveillance recorder’s hard drive or another local storage 

device, you can secure it online, to Nashua IntelliSight’s Cloud storage facility. 

Should an incident require legal action, you can easily produce this indisputable recorded evidence from the Cloud. 

This on-demand evidence is simple and easy to retrieve and does not require using your recorders valuable storage 

space.

A real-time technology solution that integrates with intelligence and human ingenuity to create a comprehensive 

surveillance platform that prevents, protects and provides you with the right data, at any given time. 

Nashua IntelliSight keeps you and your data protected.

The Internet provides the connection between your surveillance recorder and the IntelliSight service. 

IntelliSight secures your critical information on triggered events and alerts to the cloud, guaranteeing that your 

event/ alert data is backed-up and secure. In the event of physical recorder tampering or failure, a secure data copy is 

stored in IntelliSight. 

Retrieval of this information is simple and easy. 

Cloud

Overview

How does this technology work for your Business?

In the real world, Nashua’s Technology Solution never sleeps - it sees everything, from every angle, 24/7, 365.

Secure backup solution for critical events and alerts for 
up to 3 months per camera

Simple and easy retrieval process of stored data

Cost effective backup solution

Supports physical cameras and mobile fleet camera solutions

Recording of events and alerts per camera

What are the benefits of this solution?

Corporate Businesses and Business Parks

Residential Living Estates

Logistic and Transport companies

Courier companies

Agricultural Industry

Commercial Farms and Small Holdings

What are the benefits of this solution?


